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In the beginning of Cannibal Taboo you are

introduced to the character of Paul who is in fact

giving a lecture to his class about the idea of a certain

insect who is cannibalistic in nature eating ...
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incest? sounds like my girlfriends family.  this one looks pretty good.

lol not sure if i can get around to it, there are already a few reviews on the  tube

of it here, and a slew of written ones i usually try to stay clear of stuff that has

been reviewed before, but i might do it :) one thing is for sure i need to watch it

for sure, i am going to start doing my recent watches of my collection and i'm

sure it will make an appearance in there :)

time to  change that, i want to see you review it, as soon as possible!:)

this one was actually sent to me to review, and i like to review  everything horror

:)

don't expect to much. :) i don't  want you to kill me lol, but if you can get it at a

cheap price i'd go for it, its low budget and the gun shots are bad, but i still liked

it.

You boobie blocker!! Ha. Looks like it may be entertaining. Sucks that its 2

hours long. My attention span usually turns off  at the 1 hour 40 min mark!

yeah  it shouldn't be two hours they have a few runaround scenes, if you see it

you'll know what i mean, but its not bad,

i wonder how a review of your's would look like for Ichi - The Killer! or have you

reviewed that one already?  haven't seen all your stuff!

i have that movie... but actually never watched it how pathetic on  my part huh.

haha, looked like  lots of fun! great reivew!
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